
NFC Saintes Race Report 2015 
Good morning Folks, as I write this we are 10 days from basketing for 

Tarbes which for many is the highlight of the racing season and lets not 

forget that the blue Riband race was the reason that The National Flying 

Club was established in 1898. This year has seen the switch round of 

dates of Tarbes and Saintes and whereas I should be writing about the 

Tarbes national and the glory it brings to those who taste success in it, I 

am instead writing about the marvellous exploits of the members who 

were successful at Saintes.  

The Saintes national saw a healthy increase in birdage this year, and the 

birds also benefitted from having more space in the crates again in this 

race with only 20 birds in a basket. This is something we are trialling this 

year after tweaking a few little things along the pick up routes. This is 

proving very popular with members and is generating a lot of positive 

feedback from the members I speak to during the course of the season. 

With  all the necessary  homework having been done thoroughly our race 

controller Eamon ‘cock crow’ Kelly once again had the convoy up bright and 

early with a 6.30am  liberation from Saintes. The birds were up in a 

westerly wind that would keep them company up through France before 

turning more south westerly as they hit out over the channel and this 

wind stayed fixed along the course of the race, but with a few local 

variations in areas.  

Now, given the wind on the day it seemed a given that the winner would be 

tucked away inland somewhere and that was the general concensus. It 

would take a very brave man to stick his money on the likelihood of the 

winner being clocked in to a loft that was close enough to the south coast 

to taste the salt tang in the air. But, as in all fairy tales the unlikely 

happened and the men who stepped up to the challenge and in the process 

bagged another victory with The National Flying Club are the well 

established lofts of Ian Crammond and Nigel Langstaff. Not only did they 

win the race but they came close to doing another demolition job similar 

to when they won the Messac national in 2012 as they had a second bird 

to claim 3rd spot in the open. This loft, that is tucked in off the West 

Sussex coast in behind Bognor Regis, was certainly on fire that day as 

these lead birds clearly wanted to get home and must have hit the coast 

bang on line as any deviation east or west would surely have forfeited 

them the race.  At a distance of  353 miles to their Fontwell lofts Ian 

and Nigel  had a bit of a cavalry charge to the loft, having timed their 

winning pigeon at 13:55 to record 1398ypm and 1st section A 1st Open, 

this pigeon was followed just two minutes later by their second arrival 

who will win 2nd section, 3rd Open! Nigel and Ian also timed two more 



pigeons to take provisionally 3rd section, 15th Open and 4th section, 16th 

Open. 

 

Since Ian and Nigel formed their partnership they have flown at the 

forefront of national racing being previous winners of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 

4th Open National flying club Messac amongst many outstanding national 

positions. What may have gone un-noticed by the fancy in general is their 

local domination of section A from the Saintes race having won the 

section 8 times from the last 9 years (earning Nigel the title of the 'King 

of Saintes' with his mates) in fact their winning pigeon also won the 

section from Saintes in 2014 and his father is also a NFC Saintes section 

winner!! 

 
Ian and Nigel holding 1st and 3rd Open Saintes. 

 

Ian and Nigel race all of their pigeons on the tried and tested widowhood 

system and sent a strong team to this years race with a mixture of out 

and out Saintes pigeons  that were sent to do a job, and distance pigeons 

that went along for the ride in preparation for the NFC Tarbes challenge 

later in the month. On this occasion the cocks were allowed to spend 

three hours with their hens before being put in the basket. They are fed 

on a mixture made up of Marimans Junior Super Power, Marimans 

variamix and Superstar plus in equal parts with this being supplemented 

with fats and peanuts for the last few feeds. 

Given that the conditions on the day suited the team, it will come as no 

surprise to see that they are all related, having all been bred from either 

brothers or sisters of the partnerships 1st Open NFC Messac winner! 

 

The winning pigeon now named 'Rolex' is no stranger to success having 

won 1st  section A 14th  Open Saintes in 2014, his sire 'Astral' also won 

the section from Saintes and is from a very good pair of Peter Van Osch 



pigeons. The dam of Rolex is a Kees Bosua pigeon known as Beacon Lady, 

she is in turn the full sister or Spartacus 1st NFC Messac. Beacon Lady is 

from Ian and Nigel's  wonder pair of Kees Bosua these being the No1 

cock NL03/1147150 from NL01/5150256 Chico x BG02/3025835 

Dochter Figo and the No1 hen NL03/1147165 from BG02/3025837 The 

World Famous Kleine Figo x NL98/5870048 Witkopje.  NL03/165 is a full 

sister to Kerkduifje raced by Kees Bosua 1st  Le Mans 120,936 birds nest 

mate to Kannibaal 2nd Olympiad Mid Distance 2004. It should also be 

noted that Rolex is brother to La Belle Etoile winner The French Young 

Bird Derby and £10,000! 

 
Rolex, 1st Open Saintes 2015 

 

 

 

The second pigeon GB14J03697  3rd Open is from GB06N72841 who is 

called Master of War he is a multi fed winner again bred from the No1 

cock x No1 Hen so a brother of the NFC Messac winner Spartacus x 

GB07N87201 Money Penny winning £3000 in the RPRA one loft race 100% 

Peter Van Osch, 697 is a full brother to Green & Hilson superstar 

Crammonds Frankel  

 

The third pigeon GB13S81388 provisional 15th  Open is from 

GB06N72842 ( nest mate to Master of War sire of 3rd Open) and is 

called King Hero he again is from the No1 cock x No1 hen so yet another 

brother to 1st Open NFC Messac, King Hero won the sect from BBC Niort 

x GB06L29644 Pretty Woman from Diamond Kees this pair bred us 

GB08N41667 Top Class  5th  open NFC St Nazaire and 7th  Open  NFC 

Saintes. 

 

The partnerships fourth pigeon is GB13J12070  is from GB04A01188 Van 



Persie great racer and winner 1st Open BICC Exeter X GB06R25089 Rosa 

Burn 3rd sect Sennen Cove she is from the No1cock x No1 hen so another 

sister to 1st  NFC Messac winner! 070 has been on prolific form this 

season winning 18th sect 44th  Open BICC Poitiers and 3rd  sect 19th  

Open Ancenis and now 4th  Section 16th  Open Saintes.  

 

 
Garry holding 1st Section E 

I think you will agree a truly outstanding loft performance by an elite 

family of middle distance pigeons, bred and conditioned by an outstanding 

partnership and two of the most genuine fanciers you will find in our 

sport having both served on national and classic committees, run marking 

stations and worked tirelessly for the their fellow fanciers. Ian and Nigel 

would like to thank Cock Crow Kelly and Trevor for their efforts in 

ensuring the pigeons were given the opportunity to deliver this 

performance and allow them to quite simply ‘live the dream’. 

Claiming 2nd open and 1st Section E  we have the loft of Garry Inkley. 

Garry is a name that starts to come to the fore when we get to the 

pointy end of the season where the distances start to get pulled out a bit.  

The first pigeon Garry timed is a 2yo w/hood cock with previous form, as 

a yearling he was 2nd Combine in a hard Poitiers race 366 miles, prior to 

Saintes he was 46th  Open BICC Alencon. The lofts 2nd timer who should 

be 12th  Open or thereabouts(vel 1366) is a yearling cock from the same 

loft section. Garry races to two sections with  16 pairs in each.  One is  

based on middle distance and the other destined for the longer races, so 

as a result they are fed differently and exercised separately. Both of 

these cocks were paired in January and reared before going on to 

widowhood, where they have remained. 



The first timer is a son of my his 2009 National winner Northern Nights 

when paired to a daughter of Syndicate Lofts’  Hannibal x Genie. 

The next cock on the clock is a yearling with a bit of previous as well, 

having secured a couple of club wins and 74th  Open Ancenis, his sire is a 

son of Northern Nights when mated to the 'UNRUNG HEN' full sister to 

Brian Bolton's 'OH SO SHARP' when mated to a full sister of B&K Hawes 

'CELINA' 1st combine Stonehaven, so bred for the job. 

Feeding is different for the 2 sections, Saintes section were fed Van 

Robaeys mix 7 days a week, only varied by the amount, they are kept tight 

early in the week with a full hopper from  Wednesday onwards. 

Garry would like to pass on his Congratulations to Crammond &Langstaff 

who had a great race against the odds, well done Ian and Nigel. Garry 

would also like to thank the NFC on the birds retuning in good condition, 

no doubt a contributary factor was 20 in a crate. 

 

 

Claiming runner up spot in Section E and a very healthy 4th Open we have 

the always consistent lofts of Pete Wells. Pete is having a cracking 

season, having been runner up earlier in the season to the Buckley Boys. 

This is a loft that thrives in national and classic competition and has an 

enviable CV to show for his efforts. The pigeon that came for him on this 

occasion is a widowhood cock that was home bred. His sire is a van reet 

cock that was a gift from Terry Robinson and has served Pete well to 

date. The dam is home bred from a Marina Vink bred by Simon Schofield 

crossed on to a Willy Thas bred by Alistair Mc Ewan. Pete is preparing an 

elite and select team for Tarbes, so I wish him well. 

 

 



 
Pete Wells with his grand daughters. 

 

Following close behind, claiming 2 top ten finishes with 5th Open, 3rd 

Section E and 9th Open, 7th Section E we have the Winkfield lofts of the 

ever present Mark Gilbert. This is a race point that Mark thrives on and 

usually delivers a master class in middle distance racing from it. The first 

Pigeon across the pad was a widowhood cock and was from a direct son of 

Che, the double national winner for Ejerkamp, the mother was a good 

racing hen for Mark and is a daughter of the Ugly Koopman Cock. 

 

The 2nd Pigeon was a hen from a direct Van Elsaker, with the sire being a 

son of Igo, when paired to a the old Verkerk hen, this pair have already  

bred Mark his 1st sect, 2nd national Agen and many other winners as well. 

 

The third pigeon was a cock from Marks’ BICC Barcelona Winner paired 

to a daughter of Southfield Supreme, who herself is  the mother of 1st  

National NFC Saintes in 2012. 

 

The Fourth pigeon was a cock from a Son of Vandenabelles’  Loverboy 

when paired to Southfield Karen 3rd  International Agen and 8th  open 

Saintes NFC.  

 

Mark a great race and would like to thank everyone in the NFC for the 

way the birds were looked after, and would also like to congratulate his 

good friends Nigel and Ian for an outstanding performance, where the 

wind was nobody really thought the race would be won on the coast, just 

shows what outstanding birds can do. 



 

We stay in Section E now for 6TH Open and 4TH Section E. Continuing the 

dominance of this big, competitive section we have the lofts of John 

Haynes who is always in the shake up at national level. I have not been 

able to get any information from John in time for the race report. 

 

 
Ace lofts with their superhero helper. 

 

Next up we have a loft that has really stepped up to the challenger of 

national middle distance racing, and with run of form like this we can’t 

dismiss a national win in the future. On the day these guys showed a lot 

of lofts how it should be done, with a magnificent 3 birds in the top 10 of 

the open result, well done once more to Malik and Khan, who fly a sace 

Lofts.  These guys have been at the top end of federation and open racing 

for as long as they have been in pigeons, and have stepped up effortlessly 

to this new challenge. As you would expect, they drawn from the top 

flight of performance lofts to put together the bloodlines needed  to 

compete at national level with the best. Their 1st bird was a yearling cock 

bred from "TIPSEY" a direct son of Marike Vinks Tips when paired to 

"NALA" a double g.daughter of Jan Hooymans jonge bliksem, the father 

of Harry. This cock was a summer bred late youngster last year and has 

already picked up a minor fed card. 

 The 2nd bird was another  yearling cock bred from "THE EAGLES SON" 

a direct son of Frans Zwols ‘Eagle boy’ when paired to "SARABI" a 

daughter of "TIPSEY" this cock was previously 2nd  fed 1471 birds beaten 

by loft mate, and 44th  4315b BICC Tours 

  



The 3rd bird across the pad for Ace Lofts was a 2 year old bred from 

"AS ACE EURO" a direct August Janssen from a full sister to ‘Olympiade’ 

when paired to "TIP TOP ACE" a direct daughter of Frans Zwols ‘Tip Top 

Junior’. This cock was previously 3rd, 12th  and  15th  fed and 3rd  combine 

Vire and 33rd  open BICC tours from 4315 birds. 

I have said before that on a national day if the circumstances suit you 

then you need to ride your luck and fill your boots. From Saintes it is 

clear that this is what Section E fanciers did, and in some style, but the 

glory goes to the Crammond and Langstaff team who had the skill and 

class to get the team bang on and were duly rewarded. Well done 

gentlemen. 

 

 

 

Around the Sections. 

 

Section B 

Taking top honours we have a loft that is no stranger to success at the 

top level of national racing, Mr and Mrs Dave and Lisa Waterhouse. The 

section B winner is a Jacob Poortvliet, and is a granddaughter of Daves’ 

ace pair which are responsible for a lot of heavy punching performance 

birds for the loft. The young lady in question, now named Lisa’s Girl,  was 

sent to Saintes covering a pair of  chipping eggs and when she arrived 

Saturday looked fresh as a daisy and looked like she hadn’t been out of 

the loft. Dave would like to thank all concerned with travel and safety of 

the pigeons, a job well done gentlemen so take a bow. 

Runner up in the section is the loft of Jason Ross, who is a past winner of 

this race. I was unable to get any information from Jason in time for the 

race report. 



 
Dave holding Lisa’s Girl. 

 

Section C 

Topping the section out of Saintes we have the loft of PJ Hollard. This is 

a section winner who was clearly bred for the job in hand and he didn’t let 

the loft down .This 2 year old cock is bred from a cock that topped the 

section out of Saintes himself with the National Flying Club a few years 

back, so like father like son. The Hollard loft competes with a team of 30 

widowhood cocks, and considering that they compete in the NFC, CSCFC 

and the BBC , it can be a long season for a team that size. The loft is 

bred around an established family that is based on their 1990 NFC 

Nantes national winner, and in the case of the section winner there is a 

cross of Vandenabeele chucked in to the mix. This 2 year old section 

winner is well schooled in channel racing thanks to competing in the 

Dorset Federation which has a strong Channel programme that allows for 

the birds to be well educated, putting them in good stead for the rigors 

or competing at national and classic level. The team are fed on Gem 

widowhood mix, with the amount being reflected in the amount of work 

they are doing from one week to the next. Mr Hollard would like to thank 

Rob Hooper for taking the birds to the marking for him, thus allowing him 

to compete at this level. 



Runner up is the Poole loft of S Laws, but the number on my data base 

came up as not recognised, so I was unable to contact him for 

information. 

 

 
Daniel Hocking with his 1st Section D winner 

Section D 

Taking the top 3 in this section is a young man who has emerged in a very 

short period of time as a serious contender in national racing, Mr Daniel 

Hocking. This season Daniel has been leading from the front and is 

showing how it should be done. I have also noticed his name cropping up in 

the international results this season, so he is not just a one trick pony.  

On a day when the wind did the west country boys no favours  Daniel  had 

a stampede to his Bridgewater lofts, with 5 birds in the top 10 of the 

section. As you would expect, Daniel was really pleased with the birds 

performance, he has  been working hard with them this year and so far 

it's been paying off. The 1st  section  winner  bred for Daniel  when he 

restarted a few years ago his mate Dave woodland.  She is a 

granddaughter to Dave's 32nd  open cock from Palamos.  The 2nd  section 

winner is a Jannsen x Jan Aarden first cross yearling hen which has been 

one of the first birds to the loft  right though the season . The 3rd  

section winner is a cock  bred down from birds gifted from Sheldon horn 

from his Jan Aarden and Busschaert birds. All birds are raced on the 

round about and whererun together before going to Saintes. All Daniels 

birdsWhave been train with the Devon Cornwall and west Somerset 

continental flying club, which is proving to be a useful club with many 

section and open prizes being won by its members. Daniel had a excellent 

race, with very good returns on what was a hard day for some.  



Section F  

Topping section F we have the loft of Cosmin Talas, who won the section 

from here last year and generally does well from this distance at national 

and classic level. The  section winner is a 2013 latebred cock, half 

brother of  last years section winner  who was also  5th  open NFC from 

Saintes and full brother of  4th  and 5th Open in a  Breeder/ Buyer. He is 

Van Wanroy x Matt Rakes , from a daughter of Indy who won  1st  

National Flying Club  Tarbes for Matt. He had two races as a young bird 

and a few races last year with the Fed and straight to Le Mans National  

with the BICC,were he was Cosmin’s  first pigeon flying over 8 hours and 

winning 73rd  National. This year he had a couple of races with the club 

and the 3 races with the NFC. He been raced on widowhood and fed on a 

standard widowhood mixture. The pigeons came home in great condition, 

so Cosmin would like to pass on his thanks to the convoyer and race team. 

For the runner up spot we stay in the Oxford area, with the loft of 

Sherman and Wells taking 2nd Section F. The partnership clocked a 

yearling cock that had spent the season on roundabout and then was 

repaired for Saintes. The cock is a combination of various bloodlines, but 

this never stopped him on the day. On one side he is from inbred 

Southfield Supreme lines crossed with Eijerkamp lines. This is where is 

starts to get interesting as the partnership deliberately set out 3 years 

ago to get a team of birds that was bred for Tarbes, and with this in 

mind they purchased some Southwell blood and it is  this crossed onto the 

existing family that has resulted in this cock. His mother was 4th Section 

from Saintes last year and is lined up for Tarbes this year. I wish them 

well. 

 
Cosmin with his 1st Section F winner 



Section G 

Taking top honours from Saintes we have the national winning loft of Joe 

Raeburn from Wiltshire. The section G winner  is a 2 yr old Blue cock  

flown on widowhood system  and having  his fifth channel race of the 

season, so he was certainly fit enough and confident over water, and his 

breeding would suggest that he has no need to fear water or a bit of 

distance. 

His sire is ‘Barcelona Bound’, 1st  west sect and 3rd  open BICC Barcelona 

for Joey.  His  breeding is Jimmy Sheppard's ‘Nobel lad’ x grand daughter 

‘Gwen’. The dam of  the section winning blue cock  is from a son of’ Isla's 

Rainy Day Boy’, 1st International Pau x Daughter of Gwen 1st open NFC 

San Sebastian . I should think that with this breeding Joe is expecting 

big things from him at the distance races. Joe would like to congratulate 

Crammond and Langstaff on a magnificent national win. 

 

 

 

 
Joe holding his latest Section Winner 

 

Next up, claiming 2nd Section G is another household name and previous 

national and international winners, Geoff and Catherine Cooper. They  

clocked a yearling widowhood cock on his fourth channel race of the 

season.  He came well in all of these races, winning 3rd  Carlingcott HS and 

11th  West of England SR Combine Fougeres 2735 birds.  He also won 6th  

National from Falaise as a young bird. 

His sire is called Euro Star, a son of Euro Diamond. Euro Star has bred 

many good pigeons, including 1st  Ace pigeon Europe Wuhan Golden Sands 

Derby race, 1st  CHS, 5th  Combine Saintes and G/Sire to 1st  National 

Tours. 



His Dam is a daughter of George 1st Grand National Tarbes.  George is 

G/Sire to 1st Int. Bordeaux, 2nd International Bordeaux yearlings, 8th  

International Pau plus many more top birds. 

The partnership had a good race, with returns being 30/32 ,and all were 

in good condition, even though some had passed through a lot of rain on 

their way home. The Coopers feed Superior Racer Plus which is made by 

Bucktons. Geoff and Catherine would like to pass on their congratulations 

to Ian Crammond and Nigel Langstaff on their win. 

 

 
Geoff Cooper holding 2nd  Section G  

 

Section H 

Claiming bragging rights this week is the Little Harrowden lofts of Andy 

Smith. It is refreshing to see that Andy has not let his new found media 

fame go to his head and he is still willing to talk to more gentle minded 

folk like me. Andy clocked an absolute stormer of a bird to take 1st 

Section. This 2 year old cock is now the winner of 3x 1stsection at national 

level, including being the section winner from Saintes last year. The 

section winner is 100% Van Breeman, which have served the loft so well. 

The 2nd section winner is a hen similarly bred to the winner and she has 

been catching Andy’s eye all year and he is expecting big things from her. 

Andy really enjoyed the race, having 11/15 entries home on the night and 

a few next morning picking amongst the potatoes when Andy ventured up 

the garden. Andy is looking to build on this success and has identified a 

few lofts abroad that he would like to visit to look at bringing in new 

stock, and is off on his travels this summer to start looking. I wish him 

well. 

 



 
 

Andy and two of his grandsons modelling his new clothing range. 

 

Section I 

Taking the top spot in Section I this week we have yet another national 

winning loft, Clive Yates from Glascote near Tamworth. Clive has recently 

rejoined the NFC and is thoroughly enjoying his racing with the club, and 

has commented on how the birds always come home in excellent condition.  

His first bird was also his 1st bird from Messac, he has been to all 4 of 

the NFC races this season and has been flown on widowhood. He has also 

won the local club from 51miles and other prizes, so he is a bit of an all 

rounder. Clive also timed his nest mate in at 21 37;  having had 15 hrs on 

the wing.  

 
Clive with his newest grandchild Kelsey 

 



His half brother was 27th open Bordeaux last year in MNFC, and a half 

sister was 2nd  section MNFC  Carentan earlier this year.  His sire is bred 

by Mark Gilbert from Euro Diamond lines, and his dam is bred by the  

Battenburg  family from Holland and is from their established Jan 

Aarden lines. Clive sent 17 birds, having entered 18 as his main pool bird 

had a accident in the basket at the marking so he would like thank all who 

looked after him and brought him home to fight another day. On a stiff 

enough day, the loft had 8 on the day with 3 more waiting to go in when 

Clive went to the lofts at 6 the next morning. 

 

 
Pete Bicknell holding 2nd section I 

 

Taking runner up spot in Section I is my club mate Pete Bicknell. Pete is 

well known in the Warwickshire area as being a bit of a bald Tom Selleck 

lookalike, and for flying a good distance bird. This year Pete didn’t take 

part in any domestic club racing, but chose to privately work his birds off 

the south coast in readiness for some of the national races. He has 

persistent problems with peregrines and this year they hit the hens hard, 

with several being taken and some injured enough to see them placed on 

the subs bench for the rest of the season. In response to this Pete opted 

to focus on his small team of cocks and prepared these with Saintes in 

mind. The winning cock is no stranger to success at this race point as he 

won the federation last year and I think he was the only bird on the day 

in the race, but if not then there were only 1 or 2 more. His breeding is 

Gerald Van Tuyl crossed with a Southwell hen, and his brother who was 

close behind him is a winner from Messac last year. Pete does not carry 



many birds and is a firm believer in every bird in the loft contributing 

something – either breeding the goods or performing in the basket. He is 

starting to build a reliable family of birds around the Van Tuyl cock with 

several quality hens and he is using the offspring to compete with 

confidence at national level.  

 

 
Rob in the Houfflijn loft acquiring new stock. 

 

Taking provisional 3rd Section I we have the loft of Rob Rome, always one 

to watch in any national race. Rob clocked a yearling blue cock who is a 

full brother to his top racing cock ‘34617’. This cock contains the best of 

the Houfflijn brothers Geronimo lines, these have served Rob very well 

and are proving to be both versatile and reliable, to demonstrate this 

‘34617’ has claimed 3 top 10 section prizes from 4 outings this year with 

the NFC. 

 

 

Section J 

Taking the top two in the Section we have Mr and Mrs Kirkland, a 

partnership with a depth of experience and quality birds that was shown 

in this 511 mile race. The 1st section J winner is a yearling Grizzle cock 

from the line of "SNAKE", this is a prolific line for the Kirkland loft  

which breeds winners on all distances generation after generation.  Geoff 

and Barbara had another one on his tail which will be 2nd Section .He is 

the same line as the first bird home and was well fancied by Geoff and so 

will have carried a bit of pool money. The team clocked 6 and had 8 on the 

day from 12 entries at 511 miles. They had a great race and would like to 

congratulate national winners and the section winners. 



 

Geoff with 1st and 2nd Section J Saintes. 

 

A name that is never far away when the races get to this sort of distance 

is the well established loft of Arthur Jones. On this occasion the bird 

provisionally taking 4th  Section J is a two year old Red cock, he was 2nd  

Club Messac as a yearling beaten by a loft mate and has flown Fourgeres 

& Messac with the NFC  during 2015. His sire is a full brother to some of 

Arthur’s   best channel birds, and his dam is from a cock that was 2nd  & 

26th  Open MCC before being badly hawked and her dam is a full sister to 

Colin Lloyds champion Hazel and is an outstanding stock hen. 

 

 
The lofts of Eric Higginbottom 

 

Section K 

  Claiming 1st Section is the loft of another past national winner from 

Saintes, Eric Higginbottom. Eric has only recently started to race to this 

new location, having recently moved to the area after many years of 

successful racing further south. He stated his intentions last year after 



winning the section in the Young Bird national and following it up with 

another section win. 

The Saintes Section K winning pigeon is a yearling dark chequer hen who 

was lightly trained as a young bird. This year she has had several training 

races to the coast and Saintes was her 2nd channel race. 

She is certainly bred for the job, her sire was bred by Brian Leadbeater, 

Stoke on Trent, he was one of the pigeons the lofts exchanged in 2013.  

He is a grandson of De Perpignan from Marc Pollin, 1st  Nation and 

International 14281b, Perpignan.The dam of the sire was a daughter of 

Eric Limbourg's 1st International Perpignan "The Joost".The dam of the 

winner was purchased from Stuart Knowles of Widnes.  Her sire being a 

full brother to ‘De Passion’, the 1st  National Bergerac 14,372 birds, 1st  

International Bergerac 21,562 birds in 2008 for Mijnis Gijsen. 

On the dam's side is a daughter of Japie twice 1st National St Vincent, 

600 miles, years 2003 and 2004, and the dam is De Passion, 1st National 

Bergerac 14,372 birds and 1st International, Bergerac 21,562 birds in 

2008 for Mijnis Gijsen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
2nd Section K for Phil and William Curtis 

Runner up spot for the second race in a row is committee member Phil 

Curtis and his son William. Not only are they section K runners up for the 

second time this season, but it is with a cock that was amongst the glory 

from Ancenis. This dark cheq cock is  bred from the Mark Gilbert cock 

G/S of Southfield Supreme and Perpignan 06 and the Brian Denney hen , 

a daughter of Charm 5th Open Tarbes. He came on his normal line from 

the East, he must like going round the village first. He has been to all 4 

National races to date and Phil  wanted to save him for Tarbes but 

William said he was right for Saintes so he went,  So he is now finished 

for the season and and has been put aside. The team got 3 out of 7 on the 

day and 3 the next morning. The condition of the birds was unbelievable 

on their return. They would like to pass on their congratulations to Eric 

on winning the section and to Ian and Nigel on winning the Open. 

 



 
Roger holding his section L winner. 

 

Section L 

Topping the section from Saintes and in the process claiming his 15th 

Section win is the loft of Roger Sutton. Saintes is one of his favourite 

race points as it allows the opportunity to clock birds at 517 mile birds on 

the day. This section winner is a three year old blue cock raced on the 

widowhood system. It was bred in summer 2012 but not raced as a young 

bird.  In 2014 it flew with the yearling team winning Cheshire 2 Bird 

Messac and 5th Three Counties Combine.  This year it has flown all the 

NFC races His main family of birds started in the 70’s, and were based on 

the old established  Delbar pigeons  and Andre Berte Janssens. These 

have now been shaped in to a team that is very much his own family with 

the best middle distance birds added from time to time. 

Usually hens which are paired back to his best retired racers, or young 

birds that are introduced are raced with his young birds and if good 

enough again paired back to his own birds thus creating a family of birds 

that are competitive at National and Classic Races. 

 

Eric holding his 2nd section L 



Claiming 2nd Section L we have the Crewe lofts of Mr Eric Taylor. Eric 

sent 2 widowhood cocks to the race and had both in the clock in 16 

minutes, not bad for 523 miles. The first is a cheq pied cock of Padfield 

family lines that originated in the loft of Paul Dewsnapp from Stoke on 

Trent.  The second bird is a Patrick Brothers based bird, also originatingh 

with Paul Dewsnapp. Both these cocks have been to all the NFC races this 

year so we cannot question their levels of fitness. Eric seems to have this 

distance racing sorted, with both of his team in the clock in such a short 

period of time. 

Right, that’s another race put to bed. Just the big one to go in the old 

bird programme and like many members this is the one I get out of bed 

for. It will be interesting to see how the flip in dates will affect the  

Tarbes race. I know that one big change will be the shorter flying time 

available to the birds, with something like 34 minutes less daylight time 

available for the birds. Good luck to all who have entered and I hope you 

all have a good one. Don’t forget to get a few in to the Hartwells car nom. 

If you get a good national or top 2/3 section pigeon then I will be 

contacting you by email if I have it, or by phone. But please do not feel 

that you need to hear from me, my details are in the handbook so you can 

get a photo and some details to me. 

That’s it for now, as always I am on weebu@hotmail.com or 01926 817796. 

Drew Callan 

NFC PO 

. 
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